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Let Mn(R) be the linear space of all n×n matrices over the real ﬁeld R . For any A ∈ Mn(R),
let ρ(A) and ‖A‖∞ denote the spectral radius and the inﬁnity norm of A, respectively. By
introducing a class of transformations ϕa on Mn(R), we show that, for any A ∈ Mn(R),
ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ if ϕn‖A‖∞ (A) = 0. If A ∈ Mn(R) is nonnegative, we prove that ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞
if and only if ϕn‖A‖∞ (A) = 0, and ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞ if and only if the transformation ϕ‖A‖∞
preserves the spectral radius and the inﬁnity norm of A. As an application, we investigate a
class of linear discrete dynamic systems in the form of X(k+ 1) = AX(k). The asymptotical
stability of the zero solution of the system is established by a simple algebraic method.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
There had been an intensive study of the stability of matrices in the last century. Among its many applications are the
studies of dynamic systems, control systems and solving linear systems. These systems can arise from many areas such as
Physics, Biology, Medicine, Finance, Control Theory and etc. While Routh–Hurwitz conditions [1] have been used extensively
for continuous-time systems; Schur and Schur–Cohn and Jury’s tests, see [2,3] and reference therein, have been utilized
for discrete-time systems and linear systems. All these criteria are developed based upon the characteristic polynomials of
matrices. While they are powerful and feasible when the systems are small, it may become very tedious and complicated
when systems get large and/or systems contain parameters.
In this research, based upon the relationship between the spectral radius and the norm of a matrix, we use directly
the entries of a matrix, not its characteristic polynomial, to describe its spectral radius that can be applied not only to the
stability of matrices but also to a more general purpose.
Let Mn(R) be the linear space of all n×n matrices over the real ﬁeld R . For any A ∈ Mn(R), denote by ρ(A) the spectral
radius of A and ‖A‖∞ = max1in∑nj=1 |aij|, the inﬁnity norm of A, respectively. It is well known that the spectral radius
of a matrix is bounded by any norm of the matrix, in particular
ρ(A) ‖A‖∞, ∀A ∈ Mn(R).
For a given matrix A ∈ Mn(R), the classical way to ﬁnd ρ(A) is either to ﬁnd the eigenvalue λ of A such that ρ(A) = |λ|
or use a certain norm of A if A is a special matrix; for instance, if A is symmetric. Recent development such as Jury’s test
may allow us to determine whether or not ρ(A) < 1. However, as the size increases, especially when the matrix contains
many parameters, the computation of eigenvalues, the construction of the Jury’s array or even just check a certain norm of
A is an eigenvalue or not may become tedious, complicated, and sometimes even impossible. As a matter of fact, the use of
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or not ρ(A) is equal to a certain norm of A. To our knowledge, symmetric matrices are the only commonly used matrices
such that their spectral radii can be evaluated by their l2 norm. We all know that ρ(A)  ‖A‖, here ‖A‖ is a norm of A.
But for when the equal sign holds and for what norm have been a tough question to answer.
In this paper, we establish a simple algebraic criterion to determine when ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞ or ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞. Because of
the easy calculation of the inﬁnity norm, this criterion provides an extremely easy way to ﬁnd ρ(A) if ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞. In the
case where ‖A‖ = 1, the application of the criterion provides a quick and easy way to determine whether or not ρ(A) < 1
and therefore whether or not the convergence of the system. Furthermore, the criterion also provides an idea on how to
build a matrix, under certain conditions, such that its spectral radius is bounded by a pre-identiﬁed number.
In the next section, we ﬁrst introduce a class of transformations ϕa on Mn(R). Then in Section 3, using the transfor-
mation ϕa , we show that, for any A ∈ Mn(R), if ϕn‖A‖∞ (A) = 0, then ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ . In Section 4, we prove that, for any
nonnegative matrix A ∈ Mn(R), ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ if and only if ϕn‖A‖∞ (A) = 0, and ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞ if and only if ϕ‖A‖∞ preserves
the spectral radius and the inﬁnity norm of A, i.e., ρ(ϕ‖A‖∞ (A)) = ρ(A) and ‖ϕ‖A‖∞(A)‖∞ = ‖A‖∞ . Based on these results
and an idea in [6], we develop a simple algebraic algorithm to determine when ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ or ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞ .
Finally, in Section 5, as an application, we investigate the linear discrete dynamic systems in the following form
X(k + 1) = AX(k), k = 0,1,2, . . . (1)
where A ∈ Mn(R), X(k) = (x1(k), x2(k), . . . , xn(k))T ∈ Rn. It is well known that the zero solution is asymptotically stable if
and only if ρ(A) < 1. The question of how to estimate ρ(A) using an algebraically feasible criterion, not calculating the
eigenvalues of A, has been studied by many researchers for many years.
For the following special form of system (1)
x(k) = p1x(k − 1) + p2x(k − 2) + · · · + pnx(k − n), (2)
Husainov and Nikiforova [4] discussed the asymptotical stability of the zero solution. Under the condition that pi > 0,
i = 1,2, . . . ,n, they proved that the zero solution of (2) is asymptotically stable if and only if ∑ni=1 pi < 1. We call this
result H–N Theorem.
Under the condition that
∑n
i=1 |pi | 1, pi = 0, i = 1,2, . . . ,n, Liao [5] proved that the zero solution of (2) is asymptoti-
cally stable if and only if
n∑
i=1
pi < 1, and
n∑
i=1
(−1)i pi < 1.
Recently, Xue and Guo [6] studied the asymptotical stability of the zero solution of (1). Under the condition that A  0
and
∑n
j=1 aij  1, i = 1,2, . . . ,n, they proved that the zero solution of (1) is asymptotically stable if and only if A is an (sp)
matrix.
In this paper, we improve the above results. We prove that:
(i) if A  0 and ϕn1(A) = 0, then the zero solution of linear discrete dynamic system (1) is not asymptotically stable;
(ii) if A  0 and
∑n
j=1 aij  1, i = 1,2, . . . ,n, then the zero solution of linear discrete dynamic system (1) is asymptotically
stable if and only if ϕn1(A) = 0; and
(iii) if
∑n
j=1 |aij| 1, i = 1,2, . . . ,n, and ϕn1(A) = 0, then the zero solution of linear discrete dynamic system (1) is asymp-
totically stable.
2. Transformation ϕa
Deﬁnition 1. Let A = (aij)n×n ∈ Mn(R) and let a be a positive number. If ∑nj=1 |aij| < a for i = i1, i2, . . . , ik, then substitute
all elements of these k rows and corresponding k columns by zeros. We call this transformation an a-transformation, written
as ϕa .
For example, let
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
0 12
1
2 0
1
3 0 0 − 13
0 0 0 12
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,
then the sum of the absolute value of every element in the 3rd row and the sum of the absolute value of every element in
the 4th row of the matrix A is less than 1. Hence
ϕ1(A) =
⎡
⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
0 12 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎦ ,0 0 0 0
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ϕ21(A) = ϕ1
(
ϕ1(A)
)=
⎡
⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎦ .
The following property is easy to verify.
Proposition 1. Let A ∈ Mn(R) and let a be a positive number. Then
ϕna (A) = ϕn+1a (A).
Furthermore, there exists an integer m n such that ϕma (A) = 0 if and only if ϕna (A) = 0.
3. Suﬃcient conditions
Let P T denote the transpose of a matrix P . The next theorem provides a suﬃcient condition for a matrix A ∈ Mn(R)
such that ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞.
Theorem 1. Suppose A = (aij)n×n ∈ Mn(R). If there exists a permutation matrix P such that
P AP T = (bij)n×n
satisﬁes
∑n
j=i |bij| < ‖A‖∞ , i = 1,2, . . . ,n, then
ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞.
Proof. Since P is a permutation matrix, therefore the transformation A → P AP T retains the eigenvalues and the inﬁnity
norm of the matrix. Without loss of generality, we assume that
∑n
j=i |aij| < ‖A‖∞ , i = 1,2, . . . ,n. Let λ be the eigenvalue
of A with |λ| = ρ(A), and X = (x1, . . . , xn)T ∈ Cn be an eigenvector of A associated with λ. Let
|xm| =max
{|x1|, . . . , |xn|}> 0
be such that either m = 1 or |xi | < |xm|, i = 1, . . . ,m − 1.
Considering the mth component of AX = λX , we have
am1x1 + · · · + ammxm + · · · + amnxn = λxm. (3)
When m = 1, we have(
n∑
j=1
|a1 j |
)
|x1| ρ(A)|x1|.
Hence
‖A‖∞ >
n∑
j=1
|a1 j| ρ(A)
by the assumption.
When m > 1, we distinguish two cases.
Case 1.
∑m−1
j=1 |amj | = 0. It follows from the assumption and (3) that
‖A‖∞|xm| >
(
n∑
j=m
|amj|
)
|xm| =
n∑
j=1
|amj ||xm| ρ(A)|xm|,
and this implies that
‖A‖∞ > ρ(A).
Case 2.
∑m−1
j=1 |amj| = 0. Let |x∗| =max{|x1|, . . . , |xm−1|}, then we have |xm| > |x∗|, and it follows from (3) that(
m−1∑
|amj|
)∣∣x∗∣∣+
(
n∑
|amj|
)
|xm| ρ(A)|xm|.j=1 j=m
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n∑
j=1
|amj |
)
|xm| −
(|xm| − ∣∣x∗∣∣)m−1∑
j=1
|amj | ρ(A)|xm|.
Then we can conclude that
‖A‖∞|xm|
(
n∑
j=1
|amj|
)
|xm| ρ(A)|xm| +
(|xm| − ∣∣x∗∣∣)m−1∑
j=1
|amj |.
This, together with (|xm| − |x∗|)∑m−1j=1 |amj| > 0, gives that ‖A‖∞ > ρ(A). 
Example. Let
A =
⎡
⎢⎣
− 12 − 14 14
1
3
1
3 − 13
1
4 − 13 14
⎤
⎥⎦
and
P =
[0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
]
.
Then P is a permutation matrix and
P AP T =
⎡
⎢⎣
1
4 − 13 14
− 13 13 13
1
4 − 14 − 12
⎤
⎥⎦
satisﬁes
∑n
j=i |bij| < ‖A‖∞ = 1, i = 1,2,3. It follows from Theorem 1 that ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ = 1. Calculations show that ρ(A) =
0.600163.
Remark 1. The following example shows that the condition in Theorem 1 is not necessary.
Let A = [ 12 − 121
2
1
2
]
, then ρ(A) =
√
2
2 < ‖A‖∞ = 1. However, there is no permutation matrix P such that
P AP T = (bij)2×2
satisﬁes
∑2
j=i |bij| < ‖A‖∞ , i = 1,2.
Obviously if a matrix A satisﬁes the condition in Theorem 1, then ϕn‖A‖∞ (A) = 0. On the other hand, if ϕn‖A‖∞(A) = 0, it
is not hard to see there exists a permutation matrix P such that P AP T = (bij)n×n satisﬁes ∑nj=i |bij| < ‖A‖∞, i = 1,2, . . . ,n.
We, thus, have the following results.
Corollary 1. Suppose A ∈ Mn(R). If ϕn‖A‖∞(A) = 0, then ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ .
Corollary 2. Suppose A ∈ Mn(R). If ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞ , then ‖ϕm‖A‖∞(A)‖∞ = ‖A‖∞ , ∀m ∈ N, the set of positive integers.
Corollary 2 means that if ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞ , then the ‖A‖∞-transformation ϕ‖A‖∞ preserves the inﬁnity norm of A.
4. Suﬃcient and necessary conditions for nonnegative matrices
A matrix A = (aij)n×n ∈ Mn(R) is called nonnegative (positive), written as A  0 (A > 0), if aij  0 (aij > 0), for all
i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n.
In this section, we show that, if A ∈ Mn(R) and A  0, then ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ if and only if ϕn‖A‖∞ (A) = 0, and ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞
if and only if the transformation ϕn‖A‖∞ preserves the spectral radius and the inﬁnity norm of A. The following result is well-
known, see [7].
Lemma 1. Suppose A = (aij)n×n ∈ Mn(R) and A  0. If∑nj=1 aij = ‖A‖∞ , i = 1,2, . . . ,n, then ‖A‖∞ is an eigenvalue of A. Therefore
ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞ .
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that
P AP T = (bij)n×n
satisﬁes
∑n
j=i bi j < ‖A‖∞ , i = 1,2, . . . ,n.
Proof. By Theorem 1, we only need to show the necessity. Assume that ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ . If ∑nj=1 aij = ‖A‖∞ , i = 1,2, . . . ,n,
it follows from Lemma 1 that ‖A‖∞ is an eigenvalue of A, which contradicts that ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ . Therefore, there exists a
permutation matrix P1, such that P1AP T1 satisﬁes (we rewrite P1AP
T
1 as A)
n∑
j=1
aij < ‖A‖∞, i = 1,2, . . . ,n1,
and
n∑
j=1
aij = ‖A‖∞, i = n1 + 1, . . . ,n; n1 < n.
If
∑n
j=n1+1 aij < ‖A‖∞ , i = n1 + 1, . . . ,n, the proof is complete. If
∑n
j=n1+1 aij = ‖A‖∞ , i = n1 + 1, . . . ,n, then
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a11 · · · a1n1 a1,n1+1 · · · a1n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
an11 · · · an1,n1 an1,n1+1 · · · an1,n
0 · · · 0 an1+1,n1+1 · · · an1+1,n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 · · · 0 an,n1+1 · · · ann
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
It follows from Lemma 1 that ‖A‖∞ is an eigenvalue of the submatrix
B =
⎡
⎢⎣
an1+1,n1+1 · · · an1+1,n
.
.
.
.
.
.
an,n1+1 · · · ann
⎤
⎥⎦ ,
consequently, an eigenvalue of A, which contradicts that ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ . Thus, there exists a permutation matrix P2, such
that P2P1AP T1 P
T
2 (we still rewrite P2P1AP
T
1 P
T
2 as A) satisﬁes one of the following two conditions
(1)
∑n
j=1 aij < ‖A‖∞ , i = 1,2, . . . ,n1;
∑n
j=n1+1 aij < ‖A‖∞ , i = n1 + 1, . . . ,n;
(2)
∑n
j=1 aij < ‖A‖∞ , i = 1,2, . . . ,n1;
∑n
j=n1+1 aij < ‖A‖∞ , i = n1 + 1, . . . ,n1 + n2;
∑n
j=n1+1 aij = ‖A‖∞ , i = n1 + n2 +
1, . . . ,n.
If (1) holds or (2) holds and
∑n
j=n1+n2+1 aij < ‖A‖∞, i = n1 + n2 + 1, . . . ,n, the proof is complete. Otherwise, continue the
process. There will exist a positive integer m < n such that
n∑
j=n1+n2+···+nm+1
aij < ‖A‖∞, i = n1 + n2 + · · · + nm + 1, . . . ,n.
The proof is complete. 
Next result follows immediately from Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Suppose A ∈ Mn(R) and A  0, then ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ if and only if ϕn‖A‖∞(A) = 0.
Corollary 3. If A ∈ Mn(R) and A  0, then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞.
(2) ϕn‖A‖∞(A) = 0.
(3) ‖ϕm‖A‖∞(A)‖∞ = ‖A‖∞ and ρ(ϕm‖A‖∞ (A)) = ρ(A), ∀m ∈ N.
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and the spectral radius of A.
A matrix A = (aij)n×n ∈ Mn(R) is called stochastic (sub-stochastic) if A  0 and ∑nj=1 aij = 1 ( 1) for i = 1,2, . . . ,n.
These matrices, arise mainly from Markov Chain problems, have been studied intensively by many researchers, see for
example [8,9] and reference therein. Clearly if A is a sub-stochastic matrix, then ρ(A)  1. A sub-stochastic irreducible
matrix A satisﬁes ρ(A) < 1 if it is not stochastic [8]. Other necessary and suﬃcient conditions for ρ(A) < 1 are given in the
following theorem which can be found in [10].
Theorem 4. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) ρ(A) < 1.
(2) I − A is invertible.
(3) There exists a positive vector u ∈ Rn such that Au < u.
From a completely different perspective, and as a special case when ‖A‖∞ = 1, our Theorem 3 provides an easy and fast
way to check if ρ(A) < 1.
In [6], a simple method has been given to determine if a matrix is an (sp) matrix or not. We modify the method to
determine when ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ or ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞ holds. Suppose A = (aij)n×n ∈ Mn(R). Let
S0 =
{
i: 1 i  n,
n∑
j=1
|aij| < ‖A‖∞
}
,
L0 =
{
i: 1 i  n,
n∑
j=1
|aij| = ‖A‖∞
}
,
Sl = {i: i ∈ Ll−1, and there exists j ∈ Sl−1 such that aij = 0},
Ll = {i: i ∈ Ll−1, and aij = 0 for all j ∈ Sl−1},
where l = 1,2, . . . . It is clear that L0 = Φ , and
Sl =
{
i: i ∈ Ll−1,
∑
j∈Ll−1
|aij| < ‖A‖∞
}
, l = 1,2, . . . ,
Ll =
{
i: i ∈ Ll−1,
∑
j∈Ll−1
|aij| = ‖A‖∞
}
, l = 1,2, . . . .
It is also easy to see that after ﬁnite steps we have either Sl = Φ , Ll = Φ or Sl = Φ , Ll = Φ . If Sl = Φ , Ll = Φ , then
ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ by the proof of Theorem 1. If A  0 and Sl = Φ , Ll = Φ , then ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞ by the proof of Theorem 2.
For a nonnegative matrix A, the method can be shown as follows:
A  0
S0, L0
S0 = Φ
L1 = Φ S1 = Φ
otherwise


otherwise
S1, L1


ρ(A) = ‖A‖∞ρ(A) < ‖A‖∞ Sl, Ll
.
.
.

 Ll = Φ Sl = Φ
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Consider the linear discrete dynamic system (1)
X(k + 1) = AX(k), k = 0,1,2, . . .
where A ∈ Mn(R), X(k) = (x1(k), x2(k), . . . , xn(k))T ∈ Rn.
The following lemma can be found in [7].
Lemma 2. The zero solution of (1) is asymptotically stable if and only if ρ(A) < 1.
Theorem 5. Suppose A = (aij)n×n ∈ Mn(R), A  0. If ϕn1(A) = 0 then the zero solution of linear discrete dynamic system (1) is not
asymptotically stable.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0
bpp · · · bpn
0
.
.
.
.
.
.
bnp · · · bnn
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦+ C,
where
∑n
j=p bij = 1, i = p, . . . ,n; C  0. Let X(0) = (0, . . . ,0,1, . . . ,1)T . Then X(k) = Ak X(0) = X(0) + · · · +
Ck X(0) X(0). 
Theorem 6. Suppose A = (aij)n×n ∈ Mn(R), A  0, and ∑nj=1 aij  1, i = 1,2, . . . ,n. Then the zero solution of linear discrete dy-
namic system (1) is asymptotically stable if and only if ϕn1(A) = 0.
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 3 and Lemma 2. 
Remark 2. Suppose A = (aij)n×n ∈ Mn(R), A > 0, ∑nj=1 aij  1, i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n. It is easy to observe from Theorem 6 that
the zero solution of linear discrete dynamic system (1) is asymptotically stable if and only if there exists a 1 i0  n such
that
∑n
j=1 ai0 j < 1.
Theorem 7. Suppose A = (aij)n×n ∈ Mn(R), ∑nj=1 |aij|  1, i = 1,2, . . . ,n. If ϕn1(A) = 0, then the zero solution of linear discrete
dynamic system (1) is asymptotically stable.
Proof. It follows immediately from Corollary 1 and Lemma 2. 
By Remark 1, we know that the condition in Theorem 7 is not necessary.
Corollary 4 (H–N Theorem). Suppose pi > 0, then the zero solution of discrete dynamic system (2) is asymptotically stable if and only
if
∑n
i=1 pi < 1.
Proof. Write (2) as the ﬂowing linear discrete system
X(k + 1) = AX(k)
where X(k) = (x(k − n), x(k − n + 1), . . . , x(k − 1))T ∈ Rn and the matrix
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 1 · · · 0 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 0 · · · 0 1
pn pn−1 pn−2 · · · p2 p1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
If
∑n
i=1 pi < 1, then ϕn1(A) = 0, so the zero solution of discrete dynamic system (2) is asymptotically stable by Theorem 6.
The necessary condition follows immediately from Theorem 3 and Lemma 2. 
It is clear that the H–N Theorem can be improved by extending pi > 0 to pi  0 by the proof.
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